For eternal remembrance in the Memorial Book of the destroyed Częstochowa Community!

To our dear parents
Jakow and Ester (née Diamant) Kalka

To our brothers
Dawid
Józef
Berl

Our brother-in-law Kopl Lichter
and our uncle Chaim Kalka and his family hy”d

All were victims of the accursed and cruel Germans, may their name and memory be obliterated.

Mourning bitterly,
Majer Kalka,
and Chawa Lichter (née Kalka) in Israel

Reverently and brokenheartedly, we evoke, in the Memorial Book of destroyed Częstochowa, the memory of our beloved brothers, sisters and other family members, who were murdered by the enemies of the Jews - the Nazi troops, may their name be obliterated – in the days of the Holocaust, and they are:

Our sister Chaja-Sura (née Gotlib) Drozdzyk, her husband Hercka, and their children Menachem and Ester;

our brother Chaim-Zvi [Hersz] Gotlib, his wife Zosia (née Sztram), and their children Dawid and Gabriel;

our sister Chawa Strosman (née Gotlib), her husband Dawid – son of Reb Józef (who was nicknamed “Der Malach’l” [“The Little Angel”], author of Toldos Yaakov-Yosef [Descendants of Y.Y.], and their daughters Hela and Gittel;

our uncle Abram-Hersz (son of Reb Dawid-Isuchor Shoichet) Gotlib, his wife and their children;

our aunt Chaja Hirsz (daughter of Reb Dawid Shoichet Gotlib), her husband Herszel, and their children Pola and Dawid;

our aunt Rywka Gelbard (daughter of Reb Chaim-Hersz) Berkowicz z”l, her husband Reb Icchok, and all our family members hy”d.

Immersed in grief,
Abram J. Gotlib, Jakow M. Gotlib, Izaak E. Gotlib, and Dorka Gnat (née Gotlib), and their families in Israel